
Opening on August 23rd, 2021 

Ideally located in the heart of the Opera district, a stone’s throw from Place Vendôme, 

the Jardin des Tuileries and the Louvre Museum, Kimpton St Honoré Paris breathes new 

life into a heritage building which once housed the much-loved luxury department store 

“Samaritaine de Luxe”. Opening its doors on August 23rd, 2021, Kimpton St Honoré Paris 

will unveil two unique dining areas, 149 rooms and suites as well as a Codage spa with 

an indoor pool. This first opening in France marks a new step in the European expansion 

of IHG® Hotels & Resorts’ boutique luxury brand, Kimpton® Hotels & Restaurants.



AN ARCHITECTURAL GEM 

Acquired in the 20th century by the Cognacq-Jay family, the 
former «Samaritaine de Luxe» once housed shopping malls 
dedicated to a wealthy foreign clientele in the heart of a bustling 
Paris. 

This 1900s jewel is transformed into a 5-star hotel under the 
artistic direction of the famous French interior designer Charles 
Zana. Inspired by 1930’s Art Deco, Charles Zana imagines 
each guest room as a design-centric Parisian apartment, with 
balconies, floor-to-ceiling windows and thoughtfully-selected 
works of art. 

Its landmark Art-nouveau facade, distinctive staircase and 
unique elevators are preserved as witnesses of the blazing past 
of the “Samaritaine de Luxe”.   



IMMERSIVE CULINARY 
EXPERIENCES 

On the light-filled ground-floor, MONTECITO is a California-
inspired restaurant and bar designed by Humbert & Poyet.  On 
the 10th floor, SEQUOIA, is a terrace bar designed by Charles 
Zana offering 360-degree breathtaking views over Paris and 
its most emblematic monuments. 

MONTECITO combines light, seaside-inspired recipes infused 
with American generosity. Because sharing is caring, the menu 
also offers beautiful pieces of meat and fish to share. 

At the bar, MONTECITO offers a selection of Californian wines, 
French labels, and vintages from all over the world, mostly 
biodynamic. Cocktail lovers are not left out with the best of 
the classics, signature creations and a choice of more than 30 
Bourbon references. 

SEQUOIA invites you for a drink at the top of Paris with a short and perfectly executed menu including 6 cocktails 
of the moment, wines, and champagnes as well as a selection of tapas to share. With its innovative approach 
to restaurants and bars, and immersive guest experiences that foster genuine human connections, Kimpton St 
Honoré Paris offers a fresh perspective on hospitality in the City of Light.
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San Francisco-based Kimpton Hotels & Restaurants is the original boutique hotel company, which pioneered the concept of unique, 

distinctive, design-forward hotels in the United States in 1981. Anchored in one-of-a-kind experiences, Kimpton now operates more than 60 

hotels and 80 restaurants, bars and lounges across urban locations, resort destinations and up-and-coming markets in the United States, 

Canada, Europe, Caribbean and Greater China. Kimpton spaces and experiences center on its guests, offering inspiring design that evokes 

curiosity to forward-thinking flavors that feed the soul. Every detail is thoughtfully curated and artfully delivered, so that guest experiences 

remain meaningful, unscripted and ridiculously personal.

Kimpton St Honoré Paris

27 - 29 Boulevard des Capucines, 75002 Paris

«France is famed for its hospitality, and Paris for its art, design, culture and admiration of originality, so we are thrilled 
to be delivering Kimpton’s philosophy of relaxed, stylish and uniquely personal service with this magnificent new 
flagship hotel. The opening of Kimpton St Honoré will bring with it a refreshing sense of joie de vivre, reinvigorating 
a building associated with traditional luxury and infusing it with a modern approach to indulgence which welcomes, 
acknowledges and celebrates the individual without the fuss.» comments Christophe Laure, Area General Manager of IHG.

The Kimpton spirit delivers a sincere experience and ensures that interaction is encouraged through, for example, 
its «social hour» creating authentic connections with guests.

About Kimpton® Hotels & Restaurants: 


